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LifePort’s custom medical interiors are developed to accommodate the requirements of the most demanding programs. Our medical interiors are built around the Patient Loading Utility System™ (PLUS) which includes an Advanced Life Support base unit, manual loading system and AeroSled™ stretcher. All of our systems can be customized to fit your unique mission specifications.

SYSTEM CAPABILITIES
• The PLUS is a modular, self-contained system that attaches directly to the aircraft seat track
• Ideal for dedicated programs or multi-mission roles, the PLUS is a lightweight, safe, flexible system for your medical mission needs
• Loading systems allow medical crew to safely and easily load and unload large patients and incubators
• Mission seat offers a new level of comfort and safety while providing the highest crash load rating in its class
• Optional (No lift loading System) includes a PICKER cabinet that contains a power pack to operate a cable hoist and extension boom that extends out the door of the aircraft to allow for patients to be loaded by cables and electric hoist

PLUS
• Contains 2 composite oxygen cylinders, compressed air, vacuum and electrical inverter
• Provides secure platform for the AeroSled stretcher
• Includes soft goods storage depending on system configuration
• Single and tandem patient configurations available

SERVIplex
• Overhead modules with additional outlets for oxygen, vacuum and air
• Adjustable task lighting above patient
• 115 or 230 VAC electrical outlets
• Altimeter and Clock
• Cargo track to secure medical devices and monitors

AEROSLED TS
• A tapered stretcher the glides on top of the load ramp and automatically locks on to the PLUS base unit
• Single hand release for locking and unlocking sled
• 3” thick mattress and safety restraint system
• Designed to safely transition into aircraft

AEROSLED TD
• Transport deck includes brown line track for mounting incubators or other cargo
• Single hand release for locking and unlocking sled
• Designed to safely transition into the aircraft

LOADING SYSTEM
• Attaches directly to the PLUS base unit and extends outside of the aircraft door
• Compact design for transport with the aircraft
• Leveling leg eliminates lifting of patient inside aircraft